
From: Warsinskey, Richard E.  

Sent: Saturday, March 14, 2015 12:55 PM 
To: Roland, Van 

Cc: Berryhill, Nancy 
Subject: Feedback on Reply to NCSSMA Letter: Limited Issues versus SSI Redeterminations 

 

Van, 

 

We appreciate your response to our letter on the balance between the number of SSI 

redeterminations we do compared to SSI Limit Issue cases.  After reviewing your response, we 

have this feedback to provide regarding what you shared with us on March 2.  I wanted to get 

you our thoughts on this in advance of this week’s meetings.  Due to the complexity of this issue, 

we may not have enough time to discuss this issue when we visit HQ on Thursday, March 19.  A 

follow-up conference call may make more sense. 

 

Finite number of LIs creates budget planning issues: 

The response mentioned that the availability of LI cases is an obstacle to agency-wide planning. 

As a solution, we would suggest that SSA continue profiling as many RZs as needed for 

planning purposes, but not establish separate RZ & LI goals. This would ensure an adequate total 

number of program-integrity cases and encourage field offices to clear a greater share of LIs.  

 

Data re: efficiency of staff time processing RZs & LIs:   

The response indicated the time-cost was similar for processing LIs & RZs. Our widespread 

observation is that TEs & CRs clear LIs more quickly than RZs, because they put a bull’s-eye on 

the overpayment-causing-issue & do not have to develop nonmaterial living-arrangement issues. 

As far as NCSSMA can discern, SSA’s 2014 DOWR data shows it took 1.65 hours of time in FY 

2014 for clearing an RZ vs. approximately 0.69 hour of time to clear an LI – This indicates that 

LIs are quicker to clear on average than RZs. Can you share the data that led to the conclusion 

that processing LIs & RZs have comparable processing costs? 

 

Data re: OP’s prevented: 

The response mentioned that RZs have “higher relative-savings” than RZs. Everyone agrees that 

RZs show a higher dollar figure overpayment per case. However, NCSSMA must note our 

observation is that many of those HEPs had aging limited issue diaries on them at the time the 

RZs were done. Had they been developed earlier when they were just LIs, the OP amounts would 

have been lower. LI’s help us catch overpayments (and underpayments) when they are still 

small. This goes back to our initial observation – quickly worked LIs prevent large 

overpayments. Does the agency have data that would permit us to examine overpayments 

prevented?  

 

Data re: diminishing returns for LIs: 

Field observations are that nearly all LIs affect payment. This position is supported by the 

OQR’s 2015 SSI Change Rate Study, which states that 78% of LIs resulted in an overpayment or 

underpayment vs. less than 60 % of HEP RZs. You stated “For limited issues in particular, data 

indicate sharp diminishing returns for completing additional LI cases over the volumes set at the 

beginning of the fiscal year”  Can you share the data that shows diminishing returns for an 

increased volume of LIs?  

http://oqr.ba.ad.ssa.gov/files/oqr/reports/FY14-SSI-Redet-Change-Rate-Study.pdf


 

Data re: RZ & LI profiling algorithm: 

We are looking to demystify the RZ & LI profiling algorithm. There must be complete 

documentation that describes the mechanism by which the predictive modeling system 

profiles/scores cases, but NCSSMA has been unable to locate it. Could you share this with us. 

(Several oddities we have noticed: LIs for verifying AFDC have no associated diary & 

unverified child support doesn’t seem to help a case get selected for an RZ)  

 

Data re: LIs uncovering resource overpayments via AFI: 

The response mentioned bank account balances as the largest cause of overpayments & stated 

they are rarely detected in limited-issue cases. This comes as a surprise to NCSSMA. After all, 

POMS requires AFI to be done with all resource-related LIs, and while there is a $400 tolerance 

before requesting AFI on an RZ, there is a $0 tolerance for requesting AFI on an LI. Further, LIs 

such as 5B IRS alerts routinely uncover bank accounts not previously reported. This can be due 

to an incentive payment ($50 gift for opening an account), as well as high interest reported 

indicating a large account balance. Can you share the data you used to determine that LIs rarely 

uncover bank accounts overpayments?  

 

Data re: validity of AFI-created overpayments 

Beyond the initial issue of whether LIs or RZs are better at using AFI to discover resource 

overpayments, we must also examine the nature of the overpayments created by AFI. AFI is a 

large source of overpayments, but NCSSMA has significant concerns about the legitimacy of the 

overpayments produced by AFI. We have two main concerns – A) How accurate are AFI 

overpayments? B) How collectible are AFI overpayments?  

 

A) Our TEs observe that AFI overpayments are frequently incorrect and do not hold up 

under scrutiny. We find this due to five major factors: 1) incorrect joint & custodial 

account coding by banks (including Comerica) and SSA, 2) incorrectly counting tax-

returns, 3) incorrectly counting funds from SSA retroactive payments, 4) incorrectly 

counting early-check delivery, and 5) incorrectly coded dedicated accounts (dedicated 

account balances are supposed to be excluded from resource counting. These are big 

issues, all of which create more work for us down the line in the form of office visits, 

phone calls, overpayment waivers, etc. 

 

B) What do we actually collect from AFI/resource overpayments? AFI cases with random 

accounts found or high bank balances typically end up with a very small OPX actually 

being collected as a result of N04 status. For example: discovering a balance of $2200 in 

an account 2 years after the fact would result in a $15,000 to $20,000 overpayment due to 

N04. However, per SI 02260.025, we don’t actually collect it-we reduce it proportionate 

to what it would take to lower the claimant’s resource below $2,000.  The stats may say 

we discovered an OPX of $17,000, but that is an inflated stat. The reality is, that since the 

individual did not exceed the $2000 resource limit in any month of the overpayment 

period by more than $200, we would reduce the $17,000 overpayment to $200.  This 

distorts AFI statistical savings to the point where they become much less significant. AFI 

also comes with a cost-we pay the banks for their responses. 

 

http://policynet.ba.ssa.gov/poms.nsf/lnx/0502260025


We are very interested in any data regarding the validity of AFI-related overpayments and any 

data regarding the actual collectible overpayment figures. If SSA does not have data regarding 

collectible AFI overpayments, then it may be helpful for SSA to produce this data. Without it, 

we believe it may be difficult for SSA to evaluate the success of the AFI program.  
 

Rick Warsinskey 

NCSSMA President 

 
From: Roland, Van  
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2015 6:48 PM 

To: Warsinskey, Richard E. 

Cc: Roland, Van; Berryhill, Nancy 
Subject: REPLY: NCSSMA Letter: Limited Issues versus SSI Redeterminations 

 

Rick, 

 

Thank you for your suggestion. Here are some initial thoughts and, of course, we can discuss this 

further in March.  

 

Availability of Cases 

 

As you note in your letter, limited issue cases identify a specific issue; this makes their numbers 

finite, while we can generate as many High Error Profile (HEP C) cases as we need, based on 

varying the scoring criteria that come from our predictive model. The volume of Limited Issue 

(LI) cases vary widely in availability based on the results of our various data matches – results 

we have no control over. Within the parameters of the data that generate Limited Issues, we have 

chosen in the recent past to assign targets below the predicted volume to allow better planning in 

the regions and retain a high level of ROI for completed RZs and LIs. Further, we must also 

report well in advance to the Actuary the number of RZs and LIs we intend to work to allow 

them to assess long term program savings and cost estimates. In a perfect world we would work 

whatever was released where ever it might fall, but with so many budget and staffing 

uncertainties, we judge it better to estimate conservatively as long as this contributes to the 

highest program savings and ROI. 

 

Program Savings 

 

In the past few years, the relative savings and ROI of completed HEP C has consistently 

exceeded those of completed LIs, and so we have a far higher RZ count in the mix to achieve 

efficient, effective use of our field resources. For limited issues in particular, data indicate sharp 

diminishing returns for completing additional LI cases over the volumes set at the beginning of 

the fiscal year. The RZ predictive modeling system allows the agency to maximize program 

savings, especially now with AFI to help detect financial accounts that could render an SSI 

recipient ineligible. Bank accounts, rarely detected in limited issue cases, continue to be our 

greatest source of overpayments and potential program savings. Wages come in second, which is 

why we continue to release all limited issue wage alerts and list them high in priority order. 

 

Workyear Cost 



 

Over the past several years, we have seen these average to a comparable processing cost for LIs 

and RZs. With the loss of experienced staff over the past 4 to 5 years, and now the influx of 

significant numbers of new staff, it is difficult to predict how productivity may change in these 

workloads, but it is one of the things we monitor closely. 

 

Going Forward 

 

As you are likely aware, we work very closely with OQI, the Office of Budget and our actuaries 

to determine our mix of LIs and RZs. At this time, I’m not convinced there is a strong business 

reason to change the mix, but we continue to review these workloads and their effectiveness on 

reducing improper payments on an ongoing basis.  

 

Again, thank you for your input. 

 

Van 
 

 
From: Warsinskey, Richard E.  

Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 12:58 PM 
To: Berryhill, Nancy 

Cc: Roland, Van 

Subject: NCSSMA Letter: Limited Issues versus SSI Redeterminations 

 

Nancy, 

 

Attached is a letter from NCSSMA that suggests changes in the proportion of SSI 

redeterminations and SSI limited issues that we do each fiscal year. We recognize that the 

decision on the proportion of RZs and LIs that the field does involves more than just Operations. 

We wanted to start with sending our letter to you and would appreciate it if Operations can 

review our letter and consider negotiating a change in the proportion of RZs and LIs that the 

field does. We can further discuss our letter when we come into Baltimore in March. 

 

Rick Warsinskey 

NCSSMA President 
 


